
 

Sketching at the  

National Folk Festival 

I had a wonderful time at the National Folk Festival in 
Canberra over Easter; we went a few days early and caught 
some exhibitions at the National Gallery and the National 
Portrait Gallery, both well worth the visit if you are in 
Canberra and I had time to look around a few commercial 
galleries- a very beautiful gallery called Beaver Galleries in 
Deakin, and a few artists co operatives; Canberra 
Contemporary Arts Space in Manuka, and Megalo Print 
studios near Kingston Foreshore were highlights. 

But, of course the real highlight was the festival where I 
saw so much wonderful and diverse folk music and 
dance; These watercolour sketches I made of some 
outstanding acts; Guyy and the Fox and Siobhan Owen 
who plays the harp and sings divinely. And I had the 
pleasure of teaching sketching classes every day, meeting 
people from all over the country with a diversity of ages 
and backgrounds; in the page below the drawing of the 
two musicians was sketched by a mature lady who had 
never drawn or painted in her life, the sketch of the leaf 
and colourful flags (iconic of the festival) was painted by 
a nine year old! A small selection of the many beautiful 
sketches created by participants at the sketching classes 
at the. Folk Festival are pictured on the page below. 
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Exhibitions  

NGV International 
St Kilda Road 

ANOTHER MUST SEE EXHIBITION 

From the NGV website 

A Good Read 
Continuing on with my current interest in the Renaissance era I am reading a fascinating book called "The 
Artist, the Philosopher and the Warrior. Leonardo, Machiavelli, Borgia, A Fateful Collusion" by Paul 
Strathern. This book tells the story of a few months in 1502 when these three worked together; Leonardo, 
due to an obligation, was making intricate maps using his creative, intricate machines designed to measure 
distances accurately, to be used in Cesare Borgia's military campaign. Also, he was creating drawings, plans 
and working machines of his military inventions, sketching Borgia and making architectural drawings and 
plans of fortifications for buildings and towns in the Romangne area of Northern Italy where Borgia's 
military compaign was taking place- a compaign with many complex plot twists and unexpected turns of 
events, where the power hungry Borgia was invading and overthrowing towns as the head of the Papal forces 
and son of Pope Alexander VI. Machiavelli was in his role as a diplomat, protecting Florence from Borgia's 
war machine and building a body of information which would inspire him to write on war and humanity, 
writing which is still being read and referred to today. These larger than life characters become very real and 
individual through the story, which, although grisly at times, is a really good read. 



Pastel Tip 
Landscapes in pastel
As a teenager I experimented with all 
sorts of subject matter, techniques 
and materials. At one stage I spent 
most weekends going out with an 
arty friend pleine air painting. We usually worked in acrylic. In time I grew to love portraits, 
figurative and still life painting in pastel more, but, occasionally I like to sit somewhere of natural 
beauty, such as the Yarra Valley, and sketch the landscape, or be inspired by the wonderful light 
and difference of a landscape such as Kakadu in Australia's Northern Territory.

Pastel is an ideal medium for capturing the effects of light, shadow and colour in the landscape, as 
you have the tones and colours laid out before you in your pastel set, and to also capture the effect 
of aerial perspective, a formula for landscape painting developed by Leonardo Da Vinci, based on 
how light, atmosphere and distance changed the colours and tones when they receded in space. 
Basically, what I have observed is that we see things sharper, with more tonal contrast (lights and 
darks are more intense), more colourful and in more detail the closer objects are to us.  Generally 
colours that are warmer (yellows, oranges, reds and browns ) advance forward and cooler colours 
(blues greens, purples and greys) recede, which is why distant mountains appear blue or purple 
and, to some extent, the sky is blue. Scientifically it is to do with the different wavelengths of 
colours, but for arts sake it is good to know just the general observations and 'rules'. I put rules in 
inverted commas as I believe that in art we can bend and break rules to suit our artistic 
expressiveness.

Generally, I start with a charcoal drawing of the major shapes in the landscape, then I work through 
from dark to light with my pastel colours, using a broad impressionistic stroke initially, which I can 
tighten up with detail, using smaller, sharper strokes with more pressure, later. 
It is fashionable at present to use broader strokes in landscape painting so as to give an 
impressionistic expressive feel to landscape artwork as opposed to a more photographic look that 
can always be caught with a camera in any case. 



It is good to be able to see evidence 
of the artist's hand in a work- how the 
strokes are applied to the surface 
gives the work an individual, artistic 
impression.
As you can see in this pastel sketch 
of the Yarra Valley, it is very easy to 
softly work blue across distant hills 
cooling the colour and softening the 
edges to produce depth. It is also 
easy to add more detail, colour and 
contrast, with a hint more warmth, 
into the foreground.   

Instagram janethayesart 
I invite you to follow me at janethayesart or search people:  Janet Hayes. I generally post at least once a 
week sketches and artworks I am currently working on. I also post most images on Twitter: JanetHayes_art 
and Facebook:  Janet Hayes 

Next intensive WinterArt17 
I'm considering running sculpture, portrait, life drawing, acrylic painting and printmaking in the mid year 
holidays, the second week of July 8-12, more information will follow. 

 Classes 
iPad art classes, which have been popular after the Hockney exhibition at NGV, are offered this term at 
CAE Melbourne and Wonga Park Community Cottage 

Healesville Life Drawing informal sessions will be less over the winter terms but I will probably run three 
sessions so that we can keep our practice going, at Art Framed Gallery, first floor, Healesville Main Street., 
dates will be advised for interested participants. 

Camberwell Rotary Art Show Pastel Still Life Demonstration will be on Saturday July 15 at 11am. I am 
so pleased to have been asked to be a demonstrating artist at this popular show. Over thirty years ago I was a 
young artist putting my work into everything I could, Camberwell Rotary were so supportive; exhibiting my 
artwork and awarding the travel scholarship to me in 1985. It greatly helped me in my quest to be a full time 
artist. 



Term Two 2017 Art Classes with Janet Hayes 
Painting and 
Drawing

Monday 
6 Sessions Starts 
May 1 
12.30-3pm

Wonga Park 
Community 
Cottage

Classes will start with a discussion of materials, 
demonstration of a pastel still life and starting on your 
own work in the medium of your choice- charcoal, 
pastel, mixed media, acrylics or water soluble oils. 
Produce studies and finished artworks, whilst 
improving your skills.  
Beginners to advanced

Bookings Essential 
Enquiries: Wonga 
Park Community 
Cottage  
9722 1944

iPad App Art Monday 
4 Sessions 
May 8 
12.30-3pm

Wonga Park 
Community 
Cottage

Use an iPad to create art. If you liked and were 
inspired by the David Hockney exhibition these classes 
will show you how to create in the same way.  Janet will 
show you which apps are useful for creating drawings, 
paintings and having fun. Art apps are designed to 
make art easy and inexpensive. Janet will take you 
through using the various tools to create app art which 
can then be shared digitally or printed.

Bookings Essential 
Enquiries: Wonga 
Park Community 
Cottage  
9722 1944

Life 
Drawing 

Monday  
2 sessions
June 19 
12.30-3pm

Wonga Park 
Community 
Cottage

Drawing the nude figure from life is a fundamental skill 
of artists. Learn the basics in a relaxed,friendly 
environment with a teacher, who specialises in life 
drawing, with over 30 years teaching and exhibiting 
experience. Create some quick sketches and have 
time to develop a more finished life drawing using 
charcoal and a limited palette of pastel.

P: 03 9730 2887

Life 
Drawing 

Tuesday   
2 sessions:  
May 2 
12.30 - 3pm

Wonga Park 
Community 
Cottage

Life drawing is a basic practice for artists. Draw from a 
live, nude model under the tutoring of an artist who 
specialises in figure drawing

Bookings Essential 
Enquiries: Wonga 
Park Community 
Cottage  
9722 1944

Pastel 
drawing

Thursday 
4 sessions
April 27 
10am-12pm

Toolangi hall This class will include working with studies to improve 
skills and, or, techniques to create finished pastel 
artworks from still life, your own reference material and 
other varied subjects. Beginners to advanced 

Bookings: 
5962 9060

Drawing 
and 
Painting 
afternoon

Friday 
8 sessions
April 28 
1-3.30pm

Healesville 
Badger Creek 
Old School 
Building

This class will include working with studies to improve 
skills and, or, techniques to create finished pastel (or 
other media) artworks from still life, your own reference 
material and other varied subjects. Beginners to 
advanced 
This terms emphasis: painting with acrylics for 
underpainting pastel artworks or finished acrylic 
paintings. Continuing emphasis on colour.

Phone:  
0417 073 620  
info@janethayes.co
m.au for details 

Drawing 
and 
Painting  
morning

Friday 
8 sessions
April 28 
10am-12.30 pm

Healesville 
Badger Creek 
Old School 
Building

This class will include working with studies to improve 
skills and, or, techniques to create finished pastel (or 
other media) artworks from still life, your own reference 
material and other varied subjects. Beginners to 
advanced.
 This terms emphasis: painting with acrylics for 
underpainting pastel artworks or finished acrylic 
paintings. Continuing emphasis on colour.

Phone:  
0417 073 620  
info@janethayes.co
m.au for details 

Life 
drawing 
sessions 

Friday 
Next session 
dates to be 
advised 
7-9pm

Framed art 
gallery 
Maroondah 
Hwy 
Healesville 

Life drawing group. Relax over a glass of wine and 
some drawing from a life model. These sessions are for 
practice at life drawing rather than a class. Some help 
will be available if required but emphasis on practical, 
individual experience in a relaxes friendly 
environment .

Phone:  
0417 073 620  
info@janethayes.co
m.au for details 
Please contact me 
if you would like 
to be informed of 
life drawing dates



All artwork in this E-Newsletter copyright of the artists

www.janethayes.com.au

Pastels 
Intro

Saturday
4 sessions 
May 14 
10am - 12pm 

CAE 
Melbourne 

In this 4 session introduction Janet will cover materials and a step 
by step demonstration which students will follow and produce their 
on rendition of a pastel still life while learning practically about 
pastel technique. Emphasis on composition, drawing, tone and 
colour. For beginners and those who want to brush up on their 
pastel skills

Bookings: 
9652 0611

iPad art Thursday
2 sessions
May 18
10am -12.30pm 

CAE 
Melbourne 

Use an iPad to create art. If you liked and were inspired by the 
David Hockney exhibition these classes will show you how to 
create in the same way.  Janet will show you which apps are useful 
for creating drawings, paintings and having fun. Art apps are 
designed to make art easy and inexpensive. Janet will take you 
through using the various tools to create app art which can then be 
shared digitally or printed.

Bookings: 
9652 0611

iPad art Saturday
2 sessions
June 17
10am -12.30pm 

CAE 
Melbourne 

Use an iPad to create art. If you liked and were inspired by the 
David Hockney exhibition these classes will show you how to 
create in the same way.  Janet will show you which apps are useful 
for creating drawings, paintings and having fun. Art apps are 
designed to make art easy and inexpensive. Janet will take you 
through using the various tools to create app art which can then be 
shared digitally or printed.

Bookings: 
9652 0611

Pastel still life demonstration, Camberwell Rotary Art Show: 11am, Saturday July 15, 
Enquiries: 0417 073 620

Private classes available             janethayesart1@gmail.com

mailto:janethayesart1@gmail.com

